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Paper Is Essential
to Learning

Our natural appetite for acquiring new information hasn’t
changed. Our choices have. Learning on paper is now a
conscious decision, and growing data support paper as the
educated choice.

Paper in classrooms is a thing of the past.

The Annual Back-toSchool Report explores
the pervasive usefulness
of paper in our pursuit of
information.

And the present.
And the future.
In an increasingly digital world, paper still literally carries
weight. It’s a tangible reminder of what’s important. Passing
thoughts become pixels, but important ideas are put onto
paper. In a place like the classroom, where information

This report explores parents’, students’ and educators’

retention is crucial, paper remains irreplaceable.

relationships to, and reliance on, paper, in both their lives

Simply put, paper coexists. There’s a time for having an

and the classroom. Survey data and research compiled

entire universe of information at your fingertips, and there’s

by the Paper and Packaging Board confirms just how

a time for having an important piece of information at

important paper is to learning.

your fingertips. Even to those born into the digital era, this

In fact, the survey revealed that 91% of us carry paper

complementary relationship resonates.

in some form or another every single day. Though

In February 2015, The Washington Post recognized paper’s

ubiquitous – and perhaps because of its ubiquity – paper,

unique role in the lives of digital natives. “Gen-Z” students,

and our relationship to it, often goes unnoticed. This

born in the mid-1990s to early 2000s, who have grown up

report sheds light on the specific ways paper reinforces

in a world of cellphones, laptops and touch screens, still

the learning process.

choose paper to study, to read, to share and to send.1

Though most respondents carry paper with them every day,

Framed against the backdrop of a digital revolution, students’

books are the most-carried item. Of all the respondents,

choices about paper demonstrate its continued significance.

students aged 13-17 choose to carry books most, at 68%.

73

%

80

%

74

%

of college educators say they rely
on paper resources.

76

%

of K-12 teachers say their students comprehend information
better when they read on paper.

1

of college educators say their
students are most likely to stay
focused in class when they’re
taking notes in a notebook or
textbook rather than on a laptop.

of parents feel more comfortable
helping their child with homework
if it’s being done with textbooks,
paper or paper crafts than on a
computer.

Paper is integral in learning. How we learn is well-

making connections with family and friends. A majority of

documented territory for educational psychologists,

K-12 teachers enjoy receiving (71%) and sending (62%)

linguists, educators and sociologists, but as digital

paper greeting cards to friends and family. The same

technologies develop at a breakneck pace, questions of

teachers who prefer paper in their personal lives also make

paper’s value now extend beyond its ability to deliver and

paper a key to the learning environment they foster: 63%

store information.

of K-12 teachers’ courses involve paper-based learning.
Paper choices happen inside and outside the classroom

The next step is understanding how paper helps us retain

as well. When asked about reading books, 92% of our

information and how to use those advantages.

respondents still prefer to receive their favorite content as
printed books.

The 2015 Annual
Back-to-School
Report Survey Results

Paper is always with us.

95% of students in grades 7-12 carry paper
with them every day.

The survey of parents, students and educators revealed
three central conclusions about the relationship between

95% of college students carry paper items

paper and the learning process. First, the results show that

with them every day.

paper permeates their lives daily. Second, many use paper
to engage each other in learning – in facilitating connections

89% of parents typically carry at least one

both between students and teachers in the classroom,

paper item with them every day.

and between parents and students in the home. Finally, the
study also highlights paper as a path to success. From a

88% of college educators carry paper

specific task, like a test, to a long-term behavior, like a study

with them every day.

routine, paper-based learning breeds success.

85% of K-12 teachers carry paper

Paper permeates our daily lives.

items with them every day.

91% of us carry paper in some form every day. From
notebooks to novels, paper is almost always on our
person as we embark on our daily tasks. For students and

People want content delivered by books

teachers, this is especially important to note as campuses
and classrooms consider how to ensure all students
have equal access to information. The ubiquity of paper
makes it a resource available to all learners. What’s more,
because many students, educators and parents have
paper on them daily, they have a familiarity with paper
products that makes them more accessible.
Paper is a constant. Everyone alive today was born into a
world with paper, and its simplicity and ubiquity is vital to
our daily productivity.

96%

of college students

95%

of college educators

92%

of parents

91%

7-12th-grade students

90% K-12 teachers

Respondents aren’t just carrying paper because it’s
available or a convenience; many prefer paper when
2

63%

of K-12 teachers’ courses
involve paper-based learning

Parents, students and teachers prioritize the
role of paper in learning, and it unites them in
the process.

Skills parents think should be taught

64%

multiplication and division by hand

62%

spelling without using spell check

59%

navigating a paper textbook

56%

reading a paper map

52%

using a paper dictionary

From worksheets to craft projects, all groups of survey
respondents recognized that paper is essential for
delivering information. Respondents recognize paper
as a medium that conveys concepts in useful ways.
Parents responded that they’d like their students to
learn and master many core learning tasks on paper.
An overwhelming majority of those surveyed (98%) think
teachers should still teach or encourage certain learning
tasks like spelling words without using spell check and
also teach the skill of navigating a paper textbook.
Parents recognize that paper is the bridge between mental
and physical activity. The tasks of scribbling in a notebook
and using white space to “show your work” with algebra

The survey also revealed that in homes across America,

homework are crucial in learning and retaining concepts.

parents are more frequently helping their children with

Paper-based classroom skills like handwriting, unassisted

homework when it’s paper-based. Kitchen tables full of

spelling or multi-step math all share one fundamental

books and notebooks create more parent-child interaction

element paper provides: visual, tactile experiences. Lessons

than computer desks with glowing laptops.

like these provide room for trial and error, the “puzzling
out” of concepts that are so important to Dr. Naomi Baron,

More than three in four (76%) parents feel more comfortable

American University professor of linguistics and author of

helping their child with homework if it’s being done with

Words Onscreen: The Fate of Reading in a Digital World.

textbooks, paper or paper crafts rather than on a computer.
3

Parents and their children connect over homework. There

the classroom. That’s why it’s particularly notable that 80%

is more physical interaction when turning the pages of

of K-12 teachers say their students seem to comprehend

a book or tracing the numbers in a math problem with

information better when they read on paper.

one’s fingertips.

and opportunities for expanded learning and relationships,

Paper is an accessible and frequently used path
to success.

whereas, all too often, pixel-based activities include

Survey respondents said that paper-based tools inspired

discussions of what not to post or visit, and exploration can

learning. Teachers observe students doing better work

mean distractions rather than deeper learning.

when using paper, and students believe they perform better

College educators also rely on paper resources in their

when they study with paper resources.

classrooms: 73% of them say they choose paper even

Students carry this mentality with them through the education

with the wide array of technological choices available.

process as well: 74% of students in grades 7-12 take

This results in 63% of college educators also preferring to

handwritten class notes and carry this attitude into college.

Doing homework together on paper encourages interaction

read paper textbooks. Their students also rely on paper
textbooks for their course work by more than half: 59% of

Nearly three in five (57%) college students believe that paper

college students choose print books over online materials.

products aid in learning and comprehension, and many of
them believe reading a book on paper helps them focus

Middle- and high-school students have strong feelings

(53%) and remember the material (45%).

about paper and carry books with them more than any
other group: 68% of this group has a book to read with
them every day.2
Three in five (60%) middle- and high-school students believe
that paper products aid in learning and comprehension, and
two in three (64%) middle- and high-school students feel
relief about receiving written praise on a project.

Teachers observe students
doing better work when
using paper, and students
believe they perform
better when they study
with paper resources.
K-12 teachers recognize the importance of paper in the
classroom, with 67% of them responding that they rely on
paper resources, and 63% of their courses involve paperbased learning.
K-12 teachers, experts in education at many levels, also
develop keen insights on what works and what doesn’t in
4

73%

of college educators regularly
rely on paper resources

College students and educators are aligned in their
perceptions and prescriptions for paper-based learning.
Nearly seven in ten college educators (69%) claim paper
products aid in learning and comprehension, and therefore,

76%

73% of them regularly rely on paper resources.
What’s more, 74% of college educators say their students
are most likely to stay focused in class when they’re
taking notes in a notebook or textbook than on a laptop.

More than three in four (76%)
parents feel more comfortable
helping their child with homework
if it’s being done with textbooks,
paper or paper crafts rather than on
a computer.

The students themselves recognize this: 82% of college
students rely on paper tools often, if not always, to prepare
for an exam.

What kind of student would you say you are?
Uses paper to prepare for exams

67%

Doesn’t use paper to prepare for exams

Hardworking

46%

64%

K-12 teachers recognize the
importance of paper in the
classroom, with 67% of them
responding that they rely on paper
resources, and 63% of their courses
involve paper-based learning.

Successful

Focused

41%

45%

62%

74

54%

%

Conclusions

74% of students in grades 7-12 take
handwritten class notes and carry this
attitude into college.

The 2015 Annual Back-to-School Report survey uncovers
paper’s unique and vital role in learning. Most importantly,
the interactions we have with paper occur every day.
Interaction between students, parents and teachers is the
one consistent element paper-based learning and tools
allow for.

69%

Students and educators alike rely on paper to develop content,
to praise and reward comprehension, and to succeed inside
and outside the classroom. These positive sentiments toward
paper and paper-based learning mean even more when
considering the tangible evidence supporting paper’s benefits
including its significant contribution to a student’s ability to
comprehend subject matter.
5

Nearly seven in ten college educators
(69%) claim paper products aid in
learning and comprehension, and
therefore, 73% of them regularly rely
on paper resources.

Why Print Still
Matters for Learning

still out. Socially conscious students may bemoan the use of
paper for books and assignments, but they tend to overlook
serious environmental consequences from manufacturing
digital devices and powering server farms. What’s more,

Scholars have expanded their research on learning to focus

unlike the rare earth elements going into their laptops and

on how we look at a page or a screen and make sense of

iPads, trees are a renewable resource.

what’s before us. How our minds translate those concepts
and turn them into learned material is affected by the kind of

Where does print have advantages over digital reading?

reading we do.

The answer is often in learning. Let’s look at four “C’s”
important for reading: continuity, concentration, concepts

Dr. Naomi Baron asks these questions of texts. Baron,

and contemplation. As we’ll see, the printed page helps

a professor of linguistics and a former Guggenheim and

foster all four, arguably better than digital screens.

Fulbright fellow, explores how technology affects the way
we read in her most recent book, Words Onscreen: The

For the past five years, I have been surveying college

Fate of Reading in a Digital World. Dr. Baron is the executive

students about their reading habits and preferences. I’ve

director at the Center for Teaching, Research and Learning

gathered data from the U.S., Germany, Japan and Slovakia.

World Languages and Cultures at American University.

Besides questions probing issues like cost, text length,
multitasking and concentration, I asked what was the one

In this report, Dr. Baron exposes the gaps in the learning

thing they liked most – and least – about reading in print

process that paper, uniquely, may remedy.

and reading on-screen.

Why Print Still Matters for Learning:
Education Should Develop Our Concentration
and Contemplation

CONTINUITY

By Naomi S. Baron

One attribute of skilled readers is being able to work through

Here’s some of what I’ve discovered.

lengthy stretches of text – a novel, biography or maybe a

The digital revolution in schools is still young, but it’s already

book on climate change. Short pieces like blog posts or

touching everyone from kindergarten to college. Microsoft

news snippets are what we regularly access online. What

Word replaces handwriting. Textbooks yield to tablets.

happens when the material is longer?

Google is the new library.

In my study, I asked students, “If you are assigned a long text

Some motivations for shifting from print to words on-

for school, do you prefer reading it in hard copy or on a digital

screen are obvious. Students can lighten their backpacks

device?” I then asked the same question about pleasure

while school systems and families may bank savings. And

reading. In both cases, more than four out of five chose print.

learners have access to reading materials wherever they

(When the text was short, the answers were mixed.)

are. These days, paper is often cast as the villain – or more
benevolently, as a dying technology, right up there with

Students’ open-ended responses were also telling here.

carrier pigeons.

One wrote that text looks longer in print, though of
course it’s the same number of words on-screen. Another

Digital devices have undeniable benefits. Besides

complained that what she liked least about reading print

convenience and potential cost savings, they can

was that it took more time because she read more slowly

democratize access to education. Citizens of many

and carefully – a worrisome but insightful admission.

countries can’t afford print textbooks. Free distribution of
eBooks, increasingly read on mobile phones (now available
almost everywhere), can spur literacy. However, for another
presumed advantage – helping the environment – the jury is
6

CONCENTRATION
The biggest challenge everyone faces when reading onscreen is distraction. Especially with an Internet connection,
the temptation looms to do something else – check a
Facebook status update or post a new photo. Participants
in my study were abundantly aware of the problem. A
whopping 94% said the medium on which it was easiest to
concentrate when reading was hard copy.

94% of students
said it was easiest
to concentrate when
reading a hard copy.
Among the Americans, when asked about the one thing
they liked least about reading digitally, 43% complained
about distraction or lack of concentration. And no wonder,
since the same students reported multitasking more than
three times as often when reading on a screen as when
reading print.
Yet, even with print, some of us are now finding it hard to
concentrate. Nicholas Carr – author of “Is Google Making
Us Stupid?” – talks about missing his old brain. Equally
troubling is the college student, an avid reader of print

There is another step
beyond reading for
concepts, and that is
making what we read
our own. Thinking
about what an author
has written. Agreeing
or disagreeing.
Contemplating.

books, who told me when he sits down to read hard copy,
he finds himself waiting for something to happen: an alert
signaling a new text message or a ﬂash that it’s time to
update his software. This competing digital mindset is
undermining our ability to focus on the page.

CONCEPTS
Unless we’re breezing through a fast-paced thriller or leafing
through a magazine, our goal in reading is commonly to
learn and remember. An obvious question about reading
platforms is whether we recall more when reading digitally
or on paper. Most studies (with a couple of exceptions) are
reporting that performance is about the same.
As with any research, results are only meaningful if they
measure what we want to know. In these studies, subjects
7

were asked to read a passage and answer questions, much
as they would on the verbal portion of an SAT. But what
really matters is whether significant learning has taken place.
Think about the difference between facts and concepts. A
study recently compared test results of students who took
class notes by hand with those of people using a computer.
Factual performance was the same, but students writing
on paper by hand were better at answering conceptual
questions. I’ll wager the same will hold true for reading
on paper rather than on-screen, though we’ll need more
research to say for sure.

CONTEMPLATION
There is another step beyond reading for concepts, and that
is making what we read our own. Thinking about what an
author has written. Agreeing or disagreeing. Contemplating.
Back in 1940, Mortimer Adler wrote in How to Read a Book
that “One of the reasons why I find reading a slow process
is that I keep a record of the … thinking I do” by making
notes in the margin. Years earlier, Edgar Allan Poe spoke
about using margins to write down “thoughts, agreements
and differences of opinion.” Yes, digital devices let you
annotate, but it’s more cumbersome than writing by hand.
More than 25% of students in my study said the one thing
they liked most about reading print was ease of annotation.
Why does print still matter for learning? Because print is
tailor-made for helping us read continuously, concentrate,
puzzle out concepts and contemplate the significance of
what we have read. Students understand the effectiveness
of print for reaching these goals. Parents and teachers need
to as well.
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9 Productive Learning
Tips for Kids, Families
and Teachers

2. Use low- and high-tech planners
The kids who do best in school use planning tools
to manage their responsibilities. From writing down
assignments to using Post-it notes to scheduling alerts

Rebecca Mieliwocki is the 2012 National Teacher of the Year

in their phones, kids who can break down tasks into

and former 7th-grade English teacher at Luther Burbank

manageable units and budget time for those tasks are more

Middle School in Burbank, CA. Mieliwocki now works on

confident, capable and less stressed overall.

curriculum questions at an administrative level. Her approach

3. Have a fully-stocked work space

to teaching and learning includes a focus on organization,
and paper plays an essential role in this lesson.

I was the luckiest kid in the world because both of my
parents were schoolteachers. That meant there was a

She said, “Every year, I have the super cool job of ushering

never-ending supply of every kind of pen, paper and craft

150 12-year-olds into the seventh grade. We embark on a

product possible in our hall closet. You don’t have to be

year filled with explorations, deep thinking, much laughter

a teacher to have a well-stocked work space at home for

and a lot of learning. It’s my job to help guide them all, and

your kids. Clear a half-shelf in the closet or designate a

so, in my 20 years as a teacher, I have developed a fairly

cardboard magazine holder or two for school supplies.

keen sense of what sets successful kids of all ages apart

Have on hand a supply of lined and white paper, a stack of

from the others. Let this list help guide your child and you to

colored construction paper, blue and black ink pens, glue,

greatness in the school year ahead.”

sharp scissors, a set of markers, colored pencils, a stapler,

Here she shares her key tips that move minds in her

a dictionary and a well-lit space at the kitchen table to work.

classrooms and inspire success. Most importantly, the

Restock whenever discount stores have big back-to-school

strategies highlight the benefits of paper as easy to use and

sales, so you have a good supply of tools for your kids until

readily available to all the students in her classrooms.

the last day of the school year.

For Mieliwocki, great students:

4. Write things down
With the advent of so much technology that makes learning

1. Develop an organizational system that works
just for them

more interactive and vibrant, we forget that sometimes
the best way to remember things is by simply writing them
down. In class, I encourage my students to engage in

Organization is a learned skill and one adults can model for

interactive note-taking. This involves listening first, then

children to instill successful habits. Start with a sturdy binder

note-taking, then sharing what they learned with a neighbor,

or accordion folder that will last the year. Use color-coded,

then revisiting and adjusting their original notes to make

labeled and hole-punched folders, one for each subject, to

sure they “have” everything. Researchers at the University of

keep track of schoolwork. Make sure there are sleeves and

Washington have been able to show that, unlike typing, the

pockets in the binder to hold graded work and loose paper.

act of writing down information increases retention of that

Once school begins and students are using the binder,
check in frequently to show how to process completed

The act of writing down
information increases
retention of that
information and stores
more of it into working
and long-term memory.

work, work still to be turned in and work that can come out
of the binder and be saved at home in a different folder, file
or bin. Help be a part of the sorting and filtering process
by going through binders and backpacks once every two
weeks and showing your child how to keep, file or recycle
their work. It may take several cleanouts before kids “get it,”
but over time, students do internalize how to stay organized
and the payoff helps them for a lifetime.
9

information and stores more of it into working and long-term

So successful are kids
who use index cards
to study, they begin to
clamor to use them for
virtually everything.

memory. According to professor Walter Pauk of Cornell
University, students who take notes and review their notes
can recall up to 80% of a teacher’s lesson.

5. Make useful lists
List making is one of those key behaviors that help people
organize information, time and their responsibilities. In my
classroom, we first “backwards plan” what work must get

8. Keep interactive notebooks

done during a given project or unit of study. After budgeting
time for rest (yes, rest), proofreading and editing, we then
break a large task into several smaller bits of work to be

In the last several years, many teachers have moved toward

completed at set times of the week. Underneath each

the creation of interactive notebooks that students add to

task, kids list what tools, time and resources they’ll need

as the year progresses. Inside a sturdy spiral notebook we

to accomplish that day’s task. Checking off tasks is a huge

glue important handouts, plot out storylines, take notes,

reward for kids, and we gleefully do as we move through

draw, write quizzes, and on and on. I even encourage them

our work. I also demonstrate how I use my own lists for

to doodle, a powerful form of learning. More and more

work, for home life and even for play, so I can see at a

teachers understand the power of doodling and are allowing

glance exactly what I need to do or get in order to stay on

students to draw as a way of note taking. We number the

top of my responsibilities.

pages and create a table of contents, and occasionally kids
will turn in their notebooks so I can assess their thinking

6. Take brain breaks

and work. When kids are in control of page design, their
note-taking style and the organization of the notebook, that

Kids are busy. Really busy. Between school responsibilities

ownership contributes to a greater sense of efficacy and

and home life activities, I see many students living lives as

understanding in my class.

busy as any adult’s. And like adults, kids must purposely

9. Make brainwebs

schedule time to power down for a bit, so the brain can
rest and absorb what it has taken in. When studying or

Students learn new information best by linking it in some

doing homework, set a timer for 15 minutes, and during

way to themselves, their world, books or movies they’ve

that time, try to power through the work in front of you with

seen, places they’ve gone or experiences they’ve had.

undivided attention. When the timer goes off, walk away.

Filtering the new by applying it to the old helps cement and

After a 5-to-10-minute break for pleasure, return to your

deepen their grasp of content, so it more easily moves into

desk and start that process over again. Most students

long-term memory. For example, when my students were

report needing three 15-minute power sessions to get

learning about Van Gogh’s tragic biography, remembering

through an entire night’s homework.

the details was more intriguing when we combined them

7. Memorize the old-fashioned way

with what they already knew about the delicate anatomical
structure of the ear, something they’d learned in science

Each year during our study of the 100 Most Beautiful Words

class during the prior semester. Finding and making novel

in English, we make and use color-coded index cards to

connections with what they are learning is a great way to

keep track of which words are verbs, nouns and adjectives.

ensure that learning sticks.

Kids are surprised at this novel and exciting way to keep
track of information. So successful are kids who use index
cards to study, they begin to clamor to use them for virtually
everything. There may be many different ways to organize a
card stack, design the sides and color-code them, but one
thing is certain about index cards – they work.
10
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Additional resources,
endnotes and credits
The Paper and Packaging Board Productive Learning
Survey was conducted by Kelton Global between May 6,
2015, and May 22, 2015, among 400 teachers K-12, 300
college educators, 500 college students, 1,000 parents of
children in grades K-12 and 1,000 students in grades 7-12
(ages 13+) using an email invitation and an online survey.
For complete survey results or the survey questions, please
contact communications@paperandpackaging.org.
1. Rosenwald, M. (February 22, 2015). “Why digital natives
prefer reading in print. Yes, you read that right.” The
Washington Post.
2. Lenhart, A. (2015). “Teens, social media and technology
overview 2015.” Pew Research Center: Internet, Science
& Tech. http://www.pewinternet.org/2015/04/09/methodsteens-tech/.
3. Baron, N. (2015). Words Onscreen: The Fate of Reading
in a Digital World. Oxford University Press.
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